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Taking sustainability into account 

 

By Kenneth Hermele, Peace and Development Studies, Växjö university, and 

Ernst Hollander, Dr of Technology, University of Gävle, Sweden 

Paper presented to the VHU (Vetenskap för hållbar utvecking) Conference, Linköping, 

September 2007 

 

In an earlier paper we have argued that accounting for ecological and social sustainability can 

be made into a tool for innovation as long as the drastic reductions in complexity are clearly 

recognized and stopped well before arriving at uni-dimensional measures such as monetary 

values.
2
 

 

After the seminal contributions by Polanyi, reciprocity relations were, for a long time, 

neglected in economics – even in evolutionary political economics.
3
 Since the 1990’s heretic 

economists such as Easterly et. al, Bowles & Gintis, and Ostrom have, however, started to 

change the discourse by stressing concepts such as social cohesion, community governance 

and self-organized resource governance respectively.
4
 This entails or leads to interests in 

reciprocity relations and the strengthening and weakening of those over time. The reasons for 

the neglect of reciprocity relations for a long time are many and often superficially reasonable 

as we discussed in our earlier paper. 

 

In this paper we want to enlarge our argumentation in favour of transparent accounting for 

social sustainability.  Such an accounting for social sustainability could – just as its ecological 

counterpart –serve as a warning against economism. This it might do if it highlights the costs 

of socially “brutal” economic growth. Socially brutal economic growth can be exemplified 

with growth accompanied by growing inequalities and dissolution of trust, reciprocity etc. 

 

The measures of sustainability that concern us here are those that attempt to drastically reduce 

complexity without hiding that this is what is done. We are both genuinely ambivalent as to 

the merits of reducing the many dimensions of sustainability or economic progress to very 

few dimensions. Drastic reduction is for instance done when human development is measured 

in 3 dimensions (as in the Human Development Index by life expectancy, knowledge and 

GNP/cap) or even more far-reaching – when economic progress is measured in just one, 

(GNP/cap).  

 

The Sustainability Accounting Innovations that we will discuss can serve the creative purpose 

of supplying new perspectives. They can, however, also serve a “destructive” purpose of 

loosening the grip that GNP accounting has over our minds.
6
 

 

This destructive purpose is one of the reasons that we choose to start our reflection over 

Sustainability Accounting by briefly mentioning some of the many qualities of two attempts 

to use monetary terms to argue the case for drastically stepped up efforts to conserve wild 

nature. 

 

                                                 
2
 Hermele & Hollander 2006. Thanks for constructive comments at the EAEPE Galatasaray conference and by 

Mats Landström at a seminar in Gaevle, Dec. 2006. 
3
 See Polanyi et al (1957). We will return to this below. 

4
 For references to those heretics see below. 

6
 We refer here to Joseph Schumpeter´s famous expression “creative destruction”. 
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Measuring Ecological Sustainability 
 

A monetary value for the world's ecosystem services
7
 

A number of environmental systems analysts have suggested that it is reasonable to compare 

their estimate of the economic value of 17 ecosystem services across 16 biomes – an estimate 

that amounted to 33 Terra-USD –with the global GNP – 18 Terra-USD. We think they were 

both bold and innovative.
8
 

 

Among their own five stated motives for their exercise are "... 1) make the range of potential 

values of the services of ecosystems more apparent and ... 5) stimulate additional research and 

debate." We think that their agenda is in fact taller than this and anyhow our motives for 

focusing on their work are only partly captured by their own stated motives. Among further 

possible motives are  

- pointing to the question of substitutability and non- substitutability 

- reaching out for a debate with the "Economics Profession" in the narrow sense 

- the destructive one mentioned above of loosening the grip that GNP accounting 

has over our minds 

- starting to form an epistemic community that can seriously influence political 

decisionmaking when projects that threaten ecoservices are considered (i.a. projects that 

"develop" wetlands, coral reefs or mangroves).
9
 

 

The question of substitutability 

The calculations of Costanza, et al (1997) are based on the premise that "the curve 

intersection" for the 17 aggregated services occur on parts of the "willingness to pay/ 

marginal benefit"-curves where there is substitutability. Otherwise those curves would be 

almost vertical and the value of the services approach infinity. That's another way of saying 

that the global economic value of the 17 ecosystem services are probably equal to or larger 

than the global GNP even if we by definition exclude those instances where we have already 

or will soon pass points of no return from global disasters. We'll get back to the question of 

substitutability below. 

 

Reaching out to the "Economics Profession" 

To try to use the classical economic toolbox in dealing with such multidimensional 

phenomena as sustainable development can be viewed as giving the benefit of the doubt to the 

"Economics Profession" in the narrow sense. It is justly argued in wide environmentalist 

                                                 
7
 The first one is Costanza, R., R. d'Arge, R. de Groot, S. Farber, M. Grasso, B. Hannon, S. Naeem, K. Limburg, 

J. Paruelo, R.V. O'Neill, R. Raskin, P. Sutton, and M. van den Belt. 1997. The value of the world's ecosystem 

services and natural capital. Nature 387:253-260. (reprinted as part of a Forum in Ecological Economics 1998, 

25: 3-16, and reprinted as pp. 174-181 in: R. U. Ayres, K. Button and P. Nijkamp (eds.), 1999, Global Aspects of 

the Environment, Volume I, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 473 pp). 
8
 We use the term environmental systems analysts in a very wide sense when we depict the group around Robert 

Costanza – the names given in the previous note – with that term. We refer to scholars who from different 

disciplines try to bridge i.a. between environmental science and political economy. 

An example of an ecosystem service that figures high in the global estimate is nutrient cycling. An example of a 

biome that figures high in the global estimate is wetlands. 

Terra-USD: Since billions mean different things in different languages etc. we use the scientific notations Kilo, 

Mega, Giga and Terra.  
9
  Loosely defined an epistemic community in the sense discussed here is an international group of concerned 

scientists that on certain conditions can influence international decision making. See Andresen, Steinar et. al 

(2000) and  Haas, Peter (ed.) (1992). 
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circles that the classical economic toolbox can be useful when dealing with part solutions to 

ecological problems. The movement for ecological tax reform has been growing for a long 

time and here the classical economic toolbox comes in handy.
10

 Where the brutal 

reductionism of one-dimensionality/monetarisation is justly contested and where it is thus 

more questionable to give the benefit of the doubt is in analysing the problem rather than 

finding part solutions. Because if we seriously want decisionmakers to take ecological risks 

into account it is a real question if we should succumb to their desire not to understand the 

complicated laws of nature that i.e. preclude substitution of the globe's atmosphere. Costanza 

et.al. do take that risk but they do it in such elegant manner that they might open not only for 

misuse but also for the opposite. By "the opposite" we refer to the possibility that people from 

the "Economics Profession" in the narrow sense start to give the benefit of the doubt to 

Environmental Systems Analysts and even to Ecologists. 

 

The destructive one 

Those of us who have interacted with the business community – even that part which is in the 

enviro-progressive World Business Council for Sustainable Development – know that the 

longing for monetary terms in the enviro-debate is very strong.
11

 Many enviro-advocates 

within the business community are frustrated when they realise that factors that don't "reach 

the bottom line" reasonably fast don't count even when the scientific facts are well 

documented and the reasoning strong. The "Economics Profession" in the narrow sense is 

oftentimes even more resistant to non-monetarised factors than top managements of large 

corporations. Creating a well-founded estimate of the global economic value of 17 ecosystem 

services across 16 biomes that is equal to
12

 or surpasses world GNP means that the team 

around Costanza "accepts" to play the game of the elite within the resistance to taking enviro-

threats seriously. If the team around Costanza can go on playing that game skilfully they 

might make an important contribution to intellectually disarm this elite among the resisters. 

 

An epistemic community for conservation 

Parts of the "Economics Profession" seem to have reacted constructively to the arguments put 

forward by Costanza et.al. Some of those reactions are briefly mentioned in an article by a 

partly overlapping group "headed by" Balmford five years later.
13

 We'll make a few 

comments to the Balmford et.al. article – again without giving a fair presentation of the 

arguments.
14

 

 

In order to avoid a problem in the earlier article – extrapolation from the margin to a global 

total – the team around Costanza and Balmford focus on some cases where it is reasonable to 

                                                 
10

 Von Weizsäcker et.al. Factor four 1997. Ch. 7 on "Ecological tax reform". 
11

 Readers who are not familiar with the WBCSD – World Business Council for Sustainable Development – can 

google for it and for instance look at The Sustainable business challenge (mid 1990's) or Scmidheyni’s Changing 

Course, etc., etc. 
12

 In Balmford et.al. – see below – figures for global economic value of the 17 ecosystem services and global 

GNP are given in USD of the year 2000 and the first figure is then 38 Terra USD and that figure "is of similar 

size to global GNP". 
13

 Balmford A, Bruner A, Cooper P, Costanza R, Farber S, Green RE, Jenkins M, Jefferiss P, Jessamy V, 

Madden J, Munro K, Myers N, Naeem S, Paavola J, Rayment M, Rosendo S, Roughgarden J, Trumper K, Turner 

RK 2002, 'Economic reasons for conserving wild nature', Science, vol. 297 (5583): 3 AUG 9 2002, pp. 950-95. 
14

  Both the Costanza et.al. and the Balmford et.al. articles are so condensed and also readable for a non-technical 

audience that we hope that those of our readers who have not yet done so will also go for the real thing and read 

them in extenso. 
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compare two NPV's (Net present Values). The NPV's, that is, of services delivered by a biome 

when relatively intact and when converted to typical human use. Projects that develop 

Wetlands, Coral Reefs or Mangroves are cases in point. "Despite the limited data, our review 

also suggests a second broad finding: in every case examined the loss of non-marketed 

services outweighs the marketed marginal benefits of conversion, often by a considerable 

amount". But rapid conversion continues. The authors estimate the present rate of losses of 

biomes due to conversion and conclude that the mean rate of losses of biomes is over 10% per 

decade. And "... a single year's habitat conversion costs the human enterprise, in net terms, of 

the order of 250 GigaUSD that year and every year into the future". The article concludes by 

comparing the cost of an effective, global reserve program – 45 GigaUSD – with the value of 

the ecological services and goods ensured by the reserve network. The latter estimate is close 

to 5 TerraUSD. "The benefit:cost ratio of a reserve system meeting minimum safe standards is 

therefore around 100:1".
15

 

 

This Balmford et al article successfully defends the broad conclusions from the first article 

and also makes the policy implications clearer. This – and the fact that the exercises start from 

very concrete cases where the actual human decisions can be seen and followed – make us get 

some hope that an epistemic community, that could get an impact on vital decisions for 

ecological sustainability, is in the making. 

 

 

Sustainability accounting in Sweden 

From an innovative attempt to meet the longing for a uni-dimensional ecological 

sustainability measure we now move on to some Swedish attempts where the bridging 

between Environmental science and Economics either haven't even been tried or where the 

methodological problems are blurred.  

 

Substitutability versus complementarity 

When defining Sustainable Development, SD, a distinction is often made between weak and 

strong SD. The dividing line is whether we assume substitutability or complementarity and at 

what levels the discussion is pursued. In some contexts the level of aggregation is absurdly 

high. At this level one discusses as if it was meaningful to substitute one kind of resource for 

another: economical and social resources for ecological, ecological for cultural, economical 

for social, etc. To suppose such a substitutability at this absurdly high level of aggregation, 

ecologists call weak sustainability since it is easier to achieve than sustainable development in 

a more meaningful sense. In other words: weak sustainability would allow us to reach the 

conclusion that SD exists although its ecological component may be growing weaker. 

 

 

Strong sustainability demands that each component – ecological, economical, social, etc – at 

least is kept intact separately; a weakening of one component cannot be made up for by the 

strengthening of another.  

 

In order to make this discussion concrete, we will now look at three attempts to measure 

sustainable development, using two contradicting methods, one that shuns the need to reduce 

complexity and two that blur the methodological problems. 

 

                                                 
15

  Quotes from Balmford et.al. p. 951-953. 
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16 dimensions of ecological sustainability in Sweden  

The Swedish parliament has established a range of 16 environmental goals; all of them 

defined in physical terms. No attempt is made to summarise this aspect of sustainability, 

which makes the measures an example of the complexity of using a very strong definition (see 

Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Sweden's environmental quality objectives  

Objective Will it be achieved? 

1. Reduced climate impact Probably not 

2. Clean air Probably not 

3. Natural acidification only Probably not 

4. A non-toxic environment Probably not 

5. A protective ozone layer Perhaps, but only with stronger 

measures than at present 

6. A safe radiation environment Perhaps, but only with stronger 

measures than at present 

7. Zero eutrophication Probably not 

8. Flourishing lakes and streams Perhaps, but only with stronger 

measures than at present 

9. Good-quality ground water Perhaps, but only with stronger 

measures than at present 

10. A balanced marine environment, flourishing 

coastal areas and archipelagos 

Perhaps, but only with stronger 

measures than at present 

11. Thriving wetlands Perhaps, but only with stronger 

measures than at present 

12. Sustainable forests Probably not 

13. A varied agricultural landscape Perhaps, but only with stronger 

measures than at present 

14. A magnificent mountain landscape Perhaps, but only with stronger 

measures than at present 

15. A good built environment Perhaps, but only with stronger 

measures than at present 

16. A rich diversity of plant and animal life Probably not 

Source: Sweden's environmental objectives 2006 

 

In its reporting on the progress – or rather regress – of the various indicators, each of them is 

evaluated in two senses: firstly, whether the environmental objective will be reached within 

the time-frame established, and, secondly, whether the trend goes in the right direction or not 

(irrespective of whether the goal will be reached). As can be seen from Table 1, most of these 

16 aspects of sustainability are in fact deteriorating, and most of them will probably not be 

sufficiently improved to reach the established goal in time irrespective of what policy changes 

are being instituted in Sweden. Measured in this way, Sweden is certainly not going in the 

direction of sustainability. 
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"Weak sustainability": Sweden’s environmental debt 

“Everything valuable has a price”, the then minister of the environment in Sweden exclaimed 

by way of introducing the concept of environmental debt in Sweden.
16

 He continued: “By 

putting a price on the environment, the costs are made visible, and the future environmental 

debts can be avoided.” 

 

The logic is not crystal clear, but the purpose, as stated by the minister of the environment, 

was to convince his fellow ministers in the government that disregarding nature has a price, 

which can be calculated and compared to other financial costs. In this case, Sweden's debt 

was estimated at 260 billion SEK in 1990, and, perhaps more significantly, was calculated to 

be growing at 3 % annually. 

 

The way these figures were arrived at is telling. The monetary cost of increasing the 

environmental load was calculated as equal to the financial cost of “re-establishing” the 

destroyed ecological systems or “repairing” the environmental damage. 

 

But what about situations where no remedy is to be had, where the environmental changes are 

beyond mankind’s talents to repair? Well, then this particular environmental issue is simply 

left outside the calculation. This holds for the ozone layer and the extinction of species, which 

simply are given the cost zero. 

 

The environmental debt is shown to be a weak sustainability concept, it adds together all 

kinds of environmental problems, expresses them in monetary terms while simultaneously 

leaving important sustainability issues totally out of the picture just because they cannot be 

expressed in costs of repair. Here, simple physical indicators, such as those presented in Table 

1 above, would obviously serve us better as tools to direct our future development. 

 

 

The environmentally adjusted NNP 

In Sweden there has also been calculations inspired by the Index of Sustainable Economic 

Welfare.
17

 We are referring to the environmentally adjusted net national product. The 

Swedish Ministry of Finance commissioned a study of the Swedish development in 

sustainability terms based on this weak understanding of SD.
18

  

 

The measure used by the Ministry of Finance is basically GNP, reduced by re-investments in 

order to reach a better concept of economic growth, the Net National Product, NNP.
19

 Finally, 

the NNP is reduced by the calculated costs of a few environmental consequences of this 

economic growth. The result, the Ministry of Finance concludes, is that since this composite 

measure – the environmentally adjusted NNP, i.e. a measure expressed in money terms – has 

                                                 
16

 Olof Johansson in Swedish Environmental Debt (1992) p 4. 
17

 Daly and Cobb, 1990. The ISEW is actually not an index but a measure in money-terms of economic 

activities, reduced by social and ecological costs, taking into consideration the distribution of income in an 

attempt to capture the welfare dimension. By assuming a total substitution among all these components, the 

ISEW is a measure of weak sustainability, expressed in monetary terms. 

For a discussion of the ISEW see also von Weizsäcker et.al. Factor four 1997 Ch. 12. 
18

 SOU (2000). 
19

 When re-investments are reduced from the GNP in order to reach the NNP, it means that only new investment 

activities are included, which makes the NNP a better indicator of economic growth than the GNP (which 

includes replacement of worn-out and depleted infrastructure etc in its growth concept). 
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grown from 1993 to 1997, the two years for which it has been calculated, “the calculations 

indicated that Sweden’s development can be considered to be sustainable”. 

 

As we can see, the outcome of basing one’s sustainability concept on substitutability, i.e. 

weak sustainability, can be quite rewarding. Anyone who adheres to the strong understanding 

of SD, however, will find this conclusion irrelevant and misleading, at best meaningless.  

 

Greening the HDI  

A measure of development that attempt to drastically reduce complexity without hiding that 

this is what is done is the UNDP’s Human Development Index. 

 

 First, it has established absolute limits. Human development, as defined by the UNDP, 

will not grow if a society surpasses an average life span of 85 years, nor after 

achieving an average annual income of more than 40 000 USD (measured in PPP-

terms).  

 Secondly, the income component of the HDI is measured by a logarithm, which means 

that an identical increase of income will add more to human development at the lower 

end of the spectrum than at the higher. This is equivalent to saying that a given income 

increase is more important to poor people than an identical increase for rich people.  

 Thirdly, the HDI is expressed in a common unit but not in money-terms. The index 

method enables comparisons without exposing the HDI to the accusation of being 

reductionist (i.e. for instance expressing everything in dollars). Each of the three 

dimensions is expressed in a language relevant to that dimension: life years, years of 

schooling and literacy rates, money (adjusted to take purchasing power into account). 

 

Table 2 The Construction of the Human Development Index 

Dimensions of 

Human 

Development  

A long and healthy life 

 

Index 0-1, weight 1/3 

Knowledge 

 

Index 0-1, weight 1/3 

A decent standard of 

living 

Index 0-1, weight 1/3 

Indicator Life expectancy at birth  

 

Adult literacy rate 

(weight 2/3) 

Gross enrolment ratio 

(weight 1/3) 

GNP per capita (PPP) 

 

Limits 25-85 years Adult literacy: 0-100 

% 

Gross enrolment ratio 

0-100 % 

100-40 000 PPP 

Source: Human Development Report 2005 

 

The fact that alternative measures also take the GNP into account – although they normally 

take as their point of departure a critique of this very concept – testifies to the standing of the 

GNP as such. But it also creates a problem in terms of utility: any measure that is based on the 

GNP measure will also be positively correlated with it, a fact noted by Daly and Cobb.
20

 

Nevertheless, they opted for a concept, just as did the UNDP, which has precisely this 

limitation: if the dominating and the alternative measures correlate in a significant and 

systematic way, why should we substitute the latter for the former?
21

 

                                                 
20

 Op cit, chapter 3. 
21

 A study by Nordhaus & Tobin in 1972 – “Is Growth Obsolete?” – concluded that an alternative to GNP – 

called Measured Economic Welfare, MEW – indeed did correlate positively with the GNP: for every six points 
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A Sustainable Human Development Index, SHDI 

We will now transform the HDI into a green measure, a Sustainable Human Development 

Index, SHDI. We'll start by tackling a number of more technical points. 

 

Firstly, which concept of sustainable development would we like to apply?  Following the 

principles of the HDI – the existence of absolute limits and to hold money at bay – means that 

we need an absolute measure of the ecological dimension of SD. Ecological footprint analysis 

measures how large an ecologically productive area that is appropriated by the life-style of a 

country, expressed in hectares per capita.
22

 In a global perspective, we ought to compare the 

ecological footprint of a country with the globally available area, since every human being has 

the same ecological rights. With this global concept, we know that the limit for sustainable 

life styles is 1.8 ha/capita.
 23

 

 

Table 3. shows the ecological footprints for the world and major regions in a local as well as a 

global perspective. 

 

Table 3. Ecological footprints 2001, hectares per capita  

 Ecological 

footprint, 

ha/capita 

Ecological 

capacity, 

ha/capita 

Global 

perspective: 

Surplus/Deficit 

compared to 

global equity 

norm, ha/capita 

World  2.2 1.8 - 0.4 

North*)  6.4 3.3 - 4.6 

Africa 1.2 1.3 + 0.6 

Asia**) 1.3 0.7 + 0.6 

Latin America 3.1 5.5 - 1.3 

Central and Eastern Europe 3.8 4.2 - 2.0 

Source: WWF. Foreign trade is included in the figures: areas appropriated for the production 

of exported goods is attributed to the importing country. 

* Excluding Japan. **)Including Japan but excluding Middle East and Central Asia. 

 

Calculating the SHDI 

Before we construct our new index of Sustainable Human Development, the SHDI, we must 

decide how we establish whether a country is ecologically sustainable or not. One way to 

                                                                                                                                                         
increase in GNP, the MEW would increase by four points. Conclusion: the GNP serves almost as well as a 

measure of welfare as the intended alternative. See Daly (1996) p 151. 
22

 The ecological footprint is calculated by adding together the area required for producing food and forestry 

products as well as the area needed to absorb the volume of carbon dioxide emitted when petrol, coal and oil is 

burnt. This area is then divided equally by the citizens of the respective countries. See Wackernagel & Rees 

(1996) and WWF. Note that ecological foot print analysis is premised on a form of substitutability that we have 

called limited above, in the sense that all ecological aspects of a certain life style are assumed to be measurable 

by the area appropriated, and that within that area there are possibility for substitution. But it is far from the 

traditional and weak economic-social-ecological set of substitutes. 
23

 The fact that a growing number of ecological problems – most notably climate change – is affected by life 

styles globally, further underlines the usefulness of this global definition of sustainability. 
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tackle this question is take a bipolar position: a country is either sustainable, or it is not. This 

means – using the customary HDI methodology – that a country’s ecological index will be 

either 0 or 1; no country would score in between the extreme values. Countries with footprints 

smaller than the global sustainable area will receive 1, while countries with larger life styles 

will obtain 0. The logic here is that there is no such thing as “partly sustainable”, or “partly 

unsustainable”. Sustainability requires that your ecological footprint is below the average area 

available to all human beings. 

 

However, this way of defining ecological sustainability – in absolute terms, a country is either 

sustainable or not – misses the opportunity to make distinctions between countries. For 

instance, some countries appear to be more unsustainable than others, i.e. their ecological foot 

print is much larger than the average size even for countries of similar levels of income. And 

some countries are quite far below the sustainability limit, thus leaving ecological space, 

which can be made available to other countries. Such differences may be worth taking into 

account. Another argument for choosing a sustainability indicator which tells us something 

about the relative standing of a country, is that we may want to be able to measure where a 

country is heading, whether its ecological footprint is growing or shrinking. Thus a relative 

sustainability measure should give us an indication as to how much above (or below) the 

sustainability limit a country positions itself.
24

  

 

 

Therefore it seems reasonable to elaborate a version of SHDI which establishes the conditions 

for relative performance (i.e. improvement or deterioration) when it comes to the ecological 

footstep of individual countries. At least this makes political (although it may not make much 

ecological) sense. Our definition of Sustainable Human Development is thus: 

 

education (0-1) + PPP (0-1) + Sustainability (0-1) 

3 

 

Table 4, below, is based on this reasoning
25

 and rewards improvements and also countries 

with footprints well within the globally available area. In this way, the index will not only be 

useful at extreme values – a criticism that can be levelled at the traditional HDI as well
26

 – but 

will equally show improvements and relative change. The only drawback is that this also 

means that we consider countries to be relatively sustainable and unsustainable, a concept 

which may be difficult to square with a human ecology understanding of the concept of 

sustainability. So is, perhaps, the concept of  “more than sustainable”, which here will be 

applied to all countries with footprints below 1.8 ha/cap.  

 

Table 4. Sustainable Human Development Index 2001. Relative global sustainability 

                                                 
24

 We have chosen to eliminate the longevity index from the SHDI and to replace it by the sustainability index, 

the reason being that the educational index captures the social aspects of human development reasonably well. 

Or put in another way: I assume a high degree of positive co-variation between longevity and schooling. 
25

 The ecological component of SHDI has two limit values. The value 0 is defined as being equal to the largest 

country footprint (i.e. to the footprint of the USA which in 2001 equalled 9.5 ha/cap); the value 1 is set at the 

sustainability level for global equity, hence at 1.8 ha/cap. All countries in between both these limits are given an 

index value, which increases, by 0.1 for every 0.83 ha/cap that their respective ecological footprint decreases. All 

countries with smaller ecological footprints than the globally sustainable area receive a “reward” in terms of 0.1 

points for every 0.83 ha/cap that their footprint remains below this level.  
26

 The fact that the HDI has all rich countries perform well, and most poor perform poorly is an indication that it 

only tells us what we already know. Nevertheless, in extreme cases, such as Cuba, the HDI will be very different 

from the ranking outcome of GNP. 
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 HDI 

2001 

Rank 

HDI*) 

Ecological 

footprint, 

ha/cap  

SHDI – 

relative global 

sustainability 

Rank 

SHDI**) 

Sweden 0.941 3 7.0 0.737 6 

USA 0.937 7 9.5 0.647 8 

Japan 0.932 9 4.3 0.853 2 

Russia 0.779 63 4.4 0.780 4 

Brazil 0.777 65 2.2 0.873 1 

China 0.721 104 1.5 0.837 3 

India 0.590 127 0.8 0.777 5 

Nigeria 0.463 152 1.2 0.683 7 

*) No of countries ranked 175    **) No of countries ranked 9 

Sources: calculations based on UNDP and WWF 

 

Table 4 shows that a country like Japan, which is relatively less unsustainable than either 

Sweden or USA, keeps its high-end position. On the other hand, Nigeria, although it is 

credited for being over-sustainable, cannot make up for its dismal performance in the other 

areas that constitute the SHDI, and hence remains at the lower end of the ranking.  

 

What about the social aspect of Human Development? 

By introducing ecological sustainability in the discussion of Human Development, we 

manage to capture other dimensions of development than the traditional HDI. But societies 

also need to be socially sustainable in order to be able to provide for their citizens. Would it 

not be a good idea to introduce such a component to the HDI in order to show more aspects of 

countries’ sustainability? 

 

We shall respond at length to this question below, but here, and in connection with our 

discussion of the HDI, we would like to point to one social index which already has had a 

considerable impact, and which furthermore would be easy to incorporate into the format of 

the HDI. We are thinking of the Perceived corruption index of Transparency international.
27

  

 

But although the process of including a corruption component as an indication of social 

sustainability is very simple, the utility of including ever more aspects into the HDI can be 

questioned. The more considerations – economic, knowledge, longevity, ecological 

sustainability, social sustainability, etc – that you factor in, the weaker will the ensuing 

concept be. Since the HDI is based on substitutability, each factor and each aspect can be 

made up for by any of the other components. In this sense, the HDI is a weak measure, and 

the more aspects that we include, the weaker it gets. 

                                                 
27

 www.transparency.org. The Perceived corruption index goes from 0 (highest level of corruption, Haiti had 1.8 

occupying the last and 163
rd

 rank) to 10 (lowest level of corruption; the first position, 9.6, was shared by Finland, 

Iceland and New Zealand). It thus would be easy to give countries an index value for social development 

potential, captured by the corruption index, and include it in a new version of the HDI. 

http://www.transparency.org/
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Why GNP still dominates 

 
The GNP still commands a position of domination among traditional economists as well as 

politicians and media when it comes to being able to measure the performance of societies, in 

the North as well as in the South. As we have discussed in passing above this comes through 

even among those who criticize the GNP severely and propose alternative measures: they 

more frequently than not incorporate the GNP (or parts of it) into the alternatives they 

construct. As we have seen this was also the case when frustrated ecological and social 

scientists – in the late 80's – went about to construct indices that were to include a broader 

vision of development – such as the HDI and the ISEW.
28

 

 

We'll not repeat the arguments but want to stress some interrelated and surprisingly often 

overlooked explanations for the tenacity of the centrality of GNP. The first is the historical 

roots in the global crises after World War I up to and including World War II. The need for an 

activity measure on which to base countercyclical Keynesian business cycle management was 

obviously very strong. It dawned on the governing elites that successful combating of mass 

unemployment was a sine qua non for the continuation of Western-type-economies of any 

kind – Capitalist or Social democratic. The activity measure GNP quickly gained a very wide 

acceptance and – often overlooked – very vast resources. We don't have reasonable estimates 

of the number of people who are working with the national accounts underlying GNP. We are, 

however, sure that the number of people who work with this basically short term oriented 

accounting dwarfs the number of people working with all kinds of sustainability accounting 

that try to measure phenomena that need a much longer time perspective. 

 

Measuring Social Sustainability 
Above – and in our earlier paper – we have mentioned a number of  "innovations" in 

“monetarised” ecological sustainability accounting. The first pair, which included an estimate 

of the global economic value of 17 ecosystem services, we found bold and challenging. The 

second one – the environmentally adjusted NNP – succeeded in obscuring rather than 

clarifying. The third innovation – SHDI – is only partly in monetary terms and isn't even at 

the prototype stage yet. We played with the concept in order to show that it might be possible 

to include an ecological dimension and still preserve part of the beauty of the original HDI.
29

 

We have also in passing given part of an explanation for the tenacity of GNP-centred 

discourses. 

 

Integrating measures of social sustainability in ways that put questions of social cohesion, 

inclusion, bridge building between identities etc. on the agenda we think will be a challenge 

that is even more demanding than integrating measures of ecological sustainability. We'll be 

brief at this point in spite of our view that it is of central importance. We are speculating about 

innovations in this area because we think that balanced measures in this area might be even 

more mind-boggling than the measures and time-series presented for ecological sustainability 

(such as the ISEW index for the U.S. peaking in the middle of the 1960's and then going down 

some 30 %). 
 

                                                 
28

 For a presentation of ISEW, see footnote 17 above. 
29

 Beautiful traits of the original HDI include the possibility for meaningful comparisons between countries and 

over time, non-monetary aspects given weight, straightforwardness and communicability. An equally important 

characteristic is the fact that absolute limits have been introduced, beyond which human development does not 

improve. 
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Lots of social indicators are certainly produced and – as mentioned above – some are also 

included in indicators such as the HDI. What we have in mind are, however, indicators that 

don't have such strong character of modernity measures. Such indicators might take seriously 

questions of dwindling reciprocity/social capital as suggested by such different thinkers as 

Karl Polanyi and Robert Putnam. 

 

Polanyi
30

 makes distinctions between three forms of economic integration: Reciprocity, 

Redistribution and Market. Relations of reciprocity as academically discussed forms of 

economic integration have reemerged in the 1990’s. Below we’ll give three examples of how 

contributions from the last decade can inspire sustainability accounting. 

 

When constructing new indicators we might ponder the measures discussed in Easterly et. al. 

2006: 
… we use different proxies for good institutions … (the table shows) four important 

measures of institutions that show a highly significant effect of social cohesion: on 

voice and accountability, civil liberties, government effectiveness, and freedom from 

graft, with signs indicating more social cohesion leading to better institutions. … All of 

our measures of institutional quality are positively associated with growth. … (Easterly 

et. al. 2006 p.113. Our italics) 

Our next example deals with the concept community governance. By providing feed-back to 

actors that want to create space for community governance social sustainability indicators 

might strengthen possible tendencies for a revival of reciprocity relations. In a paper from 

2002 Bowles and Gintis see reasons for revitalisation: 
“Far from being an anachronism community governance appears likely to assume 

more rather than less importance in the future. The reason is that the types of 

problems that communities solve, and which resist governmental and market 

solutions, arise when individuals interact in ways that cannot be regulated by 

complete contracts or by external fiat due to the complexity of the interactions … 

These interactions arise increasingly in modern economies, as information-intensive 

team production replaces assembly lines … and as difficult to measure services usurp 

the pre-eminent role … once played by measurable quantities like kilowatts of power 

and tons of steel. … 

But the capacity of communities to solve problems may be impeded by hierarchical 

division and economic inequality among its members.”  

(Bowles and Gintis 2002 page F 419) 

The hierarchies have turned out to be more tenacious than a lot of us hoped as discussed for 

instance in a review article in the New York Review of Books (Volume 54, Number 13 · 

August 16, 2007) ”They're Micromanaging Your Every Move” by Simon Head.  

But we find a certain comfort in the fact that the revival of “anachronistic” recycling though 

convincingly argued for in the 1960’s (Commoner 1971) didn’t become fashionable until the 

1990’s (Fischer and Schot 1993). 

 

Our third example deals with self-organized resource governance. Social sustainability 

indicators of the type we hope for should also provide a “quantitative defense” against top-

down policies that can crush self-organized resource governance. Elinor Ostrom mentions the 

dangers of top-down policies in an article from 2000. A short quote can only give a glimpse 

of the argument: 

 

                                                 
30

 Polany et al 1957. 

http://www.nybooks.com/contents/20070816
http://www.nybooks.com/authors/847
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“The fourth design principle (emanates from the fact) that most long-surviving 

resource regimes select their own monitors, who are accountable to the users or are 

users themselves and who keep an eye on resource conditions as well as on user 

behavior.” (Ostrom 2000 p. 151) 

 

In spite of the inspiration that can be drawn from authors like the ones quoted above too many 

economists interested in sustainability still shy away from analysing reciprocity relations and 

the strengthening and weakening of those over time. The reasons for this are many. 

 

One reason might be that the longing for reciprocity cuts through the political spectrum in 

strange ways. Conservatives and religious fundamentalists love reciprocity when it acts in the 

guise of "family values". Many economic liberals love it in Academia, Research communities 

or Innovation networks. Swedish agrarian populists/centrists love it in local communities. 

People, who like ourselves feel close to many kinds of popular movements, praise it when 

seen in co-operatives, unions, gender movements, etc. 

 

Secondly, and enough for now: reciprocity systems are incredibly difficult to model. 

 

Questions that might gain more attention if measures of this sort would begin to be discussed 

are many and extremely diverse:  

 Is the present rapid economic development in countries such as China and India – as 

measured conventionally – accompanied not only by mounting ecological debts but 

also by social disaccumulation?  

 Could reasons for xenophobia be analysed in socio-economic terms by looking at "the 

devaluation of traditional networks" in societies modernised and penetrated by global 

flows?  

 Could NIH – not invented here – reactions in firms be understood and ameliorated by 

studying the networks and competences devalued when new technologies are 

introduced? 

 

In the area of social sustainability accounting we can thus not present any innovations and not 

even sketches of prototypes. We would, however, partly by including this paragraph in our 

paper, start to act as demand shapers for innovations in this area.
31

 One way to get others and 

us starting to search might be to make a bisociations between the Putnam approach and the 

"approach of Costanza and Balmford" discussed above.
32

 The problems of the terrible global 

distribution of income would, however, of course be much clearer brought to the fore by such 

measurements. In the Costanza and Balmford calculations it's the hectares which are valued 

very differently. When the services of Social Capital shall be measured we can't get around 

the global distribution of income that easily. 

 

 

Conclusions 
We would like to introduce a metaphor to argue the utility of less than perfect concepts in 

order to create new and innovative rules and measures to impact on the relationship between 

short run economic governance and sustainable governance. We will use the metaphor 

                                                 
31

 The concept 'demand shaping for sustainability' is discussed in Hollander 2003 and in Haley & Hollander, 

forthcoming.  
32

 The word bisociation appears in Koestler (1964). When talking about the Putnam approach we are referring to 

the approach in Putnam (2000). 
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mountain climbing while contrasting the height of innovation with the radicalness of 

innovation in order to understand what radicalness of innovation may mean.  

 

In order to do this, we need to recall the distinction between economically radical innovations 

and technologically radical innovations.  

 

"... it is a serious mistake (increasingly common in societies that have a growing 

preoccupation with high technology industries) to equate economically important 
innovations with that subset associated with sophisticated technologies. One of the 

most significant productivity improvements in the transport sector since World War II 

has derived from an innovation of almost embarrassing technological simplicity – 

containerisation."
33

 

The – maybe counterintuitive – point that we want to make, is that the usefulness of the 

adjective radical, in the concept “radical innovation”, is its ambiguity.  

 

When we look at technical innovations that contribute to sustainability, the sense of speed and 

importance varies according to the perspective we choose for studying the innovation. If we 

look at the introduction in Sweden of water-based paints from the point of view of 

technological development in macromolecular chemistry, we see a rather small step, very 

drawn out in time. Measured from an economic angle - for instance by looking at how the 

market for "high-" and "low-risk" paints shrunk and expanded respectively, however, we see a 

somewhat more important innovation - but still far from impressive. It's only when we view 

the transformations among users that we see really dramatic things happening. For instance 

concerning the painter's self-respect as artisans, their attitude towards the trade-off between 

risk and wage-rates, their sense of ability to influence the development of the materials and 

tools used in their trade etc.
34

 

 

The conclusion from this example is a version of the Kline and Rosenberg argument that an 

innovation can be important economically even though it's rather mundane technologically. 

The difference is that we introduce a third kind of importance or radicalness - radicalness in 

demand shaping.  

 

Creative demand shaping is even more important for social innovations than it is for technical 

innovations. And that brings us back to the contrast between height and radicalness of an 

innovation. We don't think we are the only ones that have a hard time in getting out of the grip 

of a uni-dimensional image of what characterises a path-breaking innovation. In using the 

                                                 
33

 Kline and Rosenberg (86) p. 278.   

We can illustrate the grading of innovation by scientific value by quoting the definitions used by the influential 

innovation think tank SPRU (Science Policy Research Unit): 

"Radical ... innovations: The most important ... innovations, which may typically require a new textbook to 

describe them, may give rise to a change of technique in one or more branches of industry, or may themselves 

give rise to one or more new branches of industry. 

Major ... innovations: The next most important ... innovations, which may typically give rise to new products 

and new processes in existing branches of industry, to many new patents and to new chapters in revised editions 

of existing texts on technology." [Freeman et al. (82) p. 201]. (Emphasis added). 
34

 Hollander (2003) deals with demand shaping as an often overlooked ingredient in environment-friendly 

innovations in Sweden. Cases of advanced social demands related to chemistry include mercury-free coatings for 

seeds, water-based paints for woodwork and environmentally-friendly cutting fluids (Hollander 1995; 2003). In 

Hollander 2003 the focus is broadened to also include IT as in the TCO case and urban planning as in the case of 

the Suburban eco-commune. Another case that is internationally celebrated but often misunderstood concerns 

low-chlorine paper bleaching. (References are found in Hollander 2003). 
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metaphor mountain climbing we suggest that it is customary – but erroneous – to equate path 

breaking with reaching a summit of high altitude. The idea that "faster is better" is even 

harder to transcend. Too often, it is not what you experienced while climbing, or the number 

of rare species that you discovered and treated kindly, that counts.  

 

We would like to sound a warning against the perceived necessity of choosing between 

unidimensionality and irreducible multidimensionality. Anyone who has tried to make a 

presentation of a serious LCA knows the problem.
35

 In our context, unidimensionality stands 

for the desire to present one measure of the "height" of an innovation. Irreducible 

multidimensionality here stands for giving up the frustration over the slow advances in 

sustainability because it's impossible to arrive at meaningful agreements on what could 

constitute path breaking advances towards sustainability.
36

 

 

Since we think that the adjective radical can help us to keep, both the ambiguity and the sense 

of purpose in mind, we would like to advance the various efforts to define and measure 

sustainable development as different aspects of radical change. Hopefully, we can thus 

contribute as demand shapers with an important dimension in radical sustainable innovation. 

 

We'll try to make this rather abstract argument more concrete by referring to an innovation 

aiming at communicating some of the complexities of human development, by combining 

simplification with accuracy and great communication power. The innovation is developed by 

Gapminder.
37

 This IT-based tool reduces real world complexities a lot, but succeeds at the 

same time to include more variables than we can usually handle at the same time in graphic 

presentations. By using a moving bubble for time, the ordinary x- and y-axes for two indices; 

the colour and the size of the bubble for another two "dimensions", country grouping and 

population.  

 

Graphic illustration here! 

 

We will close this paper by referring to an example of "the destructive value" of less than 

perfect measures. The logic of the economists can be turned upside-down and serve as an 

argument that the costs of radical environmental measures to foster sustainability are less 

costly than they seem, given the assumed uninhibited growth trajectories of the economies. 

Thus, by accepting the economist claim that the global economy is likely to grow by an 

annual rate of 3 per cent eternally, the costs of restraining the global emission of green house 

gases in order to stabilise the climate can be seen to be insignificant: “To be ten times richer 

in 2100 AD [the “business-as-usual” scenario] versus 2102 AD [given the economic costs of 

reducing green house gas emissions] would hardly be noticed and would likely be politically 

                                                 
35

 When LCA's – Life Cycle Analyses – are discussed in business circles you can sometimes hear a request for a 

single measure, with which to present the result of the analysis. One way of doing this is to present a monetary 

value for the enviro-costs of a product. In this way an environmental comparison between two ways of 

distributing - for instance soft drinks - could yield a clear-cut result. This is an example of unidimensionality in 

the LCA case. Those who claim that there's an irreducible multidimensionality argue that it's meaningless to 

reduce factors such as CO2 emissions, noise, extinction of birds etc. into one measure because you thereby hide 

a lot of value judgements. The solution to this problem favoured by many serious analysts is that the dimensions 

are bundled so that we arrive at a few "broad" dimensions such as climate effects etc. With a sound judgement 

we can find a good point between the two extremes of the "axis between unidimensionality and irreducible 

multidimensionality".  
36

 The three bundles of radicalness of innovation that we suggest here are technico/scientific radicalness, 

economic radicalness and demand shaping radicalness. 
37

 http://www.gapminder.org/ 
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acceptable”.
39

 In this way, the economic calculations, although admittedly weak and of low 

reliability can be put to good use, in support of strong sustainability: “it should no longer be 

possible to use conventional energy-economy models to dismiss credibly the demand for 

deeply reduced carbon emissions on the basis that such reductions will not be compatible with 

overall economic development”. 

 

Another case in point is the break-through in the public mind caused by the Stern review 

(2006), where simple economic calculations showed that climate change under a “Business-

as-usual” scenario would lead to annual costs in the range of 5-20 percent of world GNP, 

from now and forever, while corrective measures were calculated to cost only 1 percent. 

 

Paradoxically we end up with accepting reductionist and economistic measures in order to 

foster anti-reductionism and anti-economism. It is by the process of asking the right questions 

that we as demand shapers can influence the future.  

                                                 
39

 Azar & Schneider (2002) p 77. The following quote is from p 78. 
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